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should not join the expedition. No man understood the value of
leadership in the North or South better than Roald Amundsen, nor
was any man ever a better leader. To the end of his life Amundsen
kept up his friendship with Dr. Cook, never forgetting that it was
Cook's ability and steady optimism that brought them out safely
from the Antarctic.
Besides these doubts of mine, my father was stubbornly opposed
to all this folderol of Arctic exploration. As a result, I withdrew
from the Crocker Land Expedition but kept on with my training
for polar work. In Cheltenham and Washington I was meeting
many Government scientists. When I finished the brief course with
the Geodetic Survey, I went next with the U.S. Geological Survey
to learn plane-table work with a topographical unit being sent to
Teachipec, Cal, at the Santa Fe railroad pass. It was very rugged
country there, offering a good test to topographical map-makers.
This was another brief period of training, lasting only three
weeks, but quite long enough to give me a distressing experience.
A sharp chip of gravel flew into my eye and defied all efforts to
remove it. Suffering that excruciating misery which only a sore eye
can cause, I had to ride down to civilisation to find a doctor. For
three days and nights I went without sleep.
Returning to New York, I found my father on the point of de-
parture for Algiers. He invited me to go with him, and, for reasons
of my own, I accepted. I had found out that the Royal Geographical
Society of London was to give a course that winter in geographical
surveying under the eminent scientist Reeves, inventor of the worm
screw on sextants and many other improvements in navigating and
surveying instruments.
Already, at the inception of my definite purpose to become an
explorer of the polar wastes, the signs were beginning to point to
the inevitable clash between my devouring ambition and my father's
inflexible will. Now at the start his attitude was a sort of stubborn
impatience that refused to listen to argument. As diplomatically as
I could, without connecting the course in London to my most
cherished hopes, I left Father to bask in the winter sunshine of
North Africa wliile I went up to the January fogs of England.
The next few months I spent with parties of geographical students
in the suburbs of London, making route maps. Of the laboratory

